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Ron Baker

A Possible New Meteor Shower Observed Near Beta Aurigae on March 9, 2016
By George Gliba and Peter Gural
CVAS longtime visual meteor observer George Gliba and video meteor researcher Peter Gural, observed slow meteors coming from the region of Beta Aurigae on the same night of March 9, 2016. George was out meteor observing
visually after midnight from his dark sky site in Mathias, West Virginia, and Pete was fast asleep running an automated video meteor detection system comprised of four moderate field-of-view cameras in Sterling, Virginia.
Initially George reported his observation on the Internet list known as meteorobs, which is supported by members
of the North American Meteor Network (NAMN). He saw a total of six meteors of medium or slow speed coming
from an apparent radiant near the star Beta Aurigae. This occurred between 4:14 and 5:23 UT. He requested video
and radar meteor observers to check if they saw something in their data also.
Pete had read this initial report on meteorobs and checked his video collection system for meteor events to confirm
if any activity originating from Beta Aurigae existed in the imagery record. Sure enough, he had recorded four possible meteors tracing back to the alleged radiant position, all occurring around 3 UT. After determining the apparent
angular velocity, computing the radiant distance, and using an assumed ablation height, the entry velocity was estimated, which ruled out one candidate as being too fast. But there were still three solid candidates that were aligned
to Beta Aurigae and met the slow apparent angular velocity seen in George’s initial visual report.
Checking several other video networks came up with only one other possible BAU candidate from the CAMS video
station in Florida. Most of the other sites from around the world were clouded out (California CAMS, the Croatian
Meteor Network). Once the European IMO video network data is posted for their single station cameras, that data
set will be checked as well.
There was also a check on possible radar detections from the University of Western Ontario’s Canadian Meteor Orbit Radar (CMOR) which also came up negative. It turns out that most meteor radars are not very sensitive to very
slow meteors, even if they are easy to see visually.
Of the six visually observed meteors seen by George, only one was a -2 magnitude BAU, while the other five were
around 4th magnitude. Since visually faint meteors are also below the detection threshold of most amateur video
systems not using intensifiers, it is not surprising there is a lack of BAUs in the video record. The possible BAU meteors Pete collected were relatively bright.
After initial reports that the BeNeLux (Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg) CAMS network was clouded out, it was
later discovered to have some single station candidates as well as one possible double station orbit! The triangulated orbit is 10 degrees off in RA from Beta Aurigae where the radiant was initially believed to be, however the speed
is remarkably consistent. But the particular characteristics of this alleged stream and its very slow entry velocity, can
actually manifest itself with a larger than normal spread in radiant positions. So a second look at the video record is
planned casting a wider radiant diameter limitation. If the conjecture that the one orbit found is from the same
stream as the single station video and visual records, this mini outburst was comprised of very, very slow meteors
plunging into Earth’s atmosphere at almost the minimum encounter velocity. These slow speeds also produce a low
begin and end height of the order of only 70 - 75 km up !
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What Pete is curious about now is answering the theoretical question of how the radiant diameter changes with
encounter geometry speed. He has built a simulation to take the orbital parameters we have from the one meteor
and perturb it slightly in velocity and see how the radiant positions will be distributed in equatorial coordinates. As a
sanity check, this will also be done on other known showers of various speeds as both an independent test and define the range of spread on the Keplerian orbital parameters.
Pete also recently talked to Dr. Peter Jenniskens of the SETI Institute. It appears someone named Sam Dean has
been jumping up and down about low velocity meteors seen back to late February on the NASA Marshall ASGARD
fireball website. No reply back from the Meteoroids Environment Office of NASA Marshall on if these are close to
the radiant and speed range for this alleged stream.
In the discussion with Dr. Jenniskens, it appears that 252 P/Linear has somewhat similar orbital parameters to the
one meteor trajectory we got from BeNeLux. The comet has a predicted radiant in Lynx for any meteors it may produce. But no one thought there might be meteors visible from this comet before George’s initial report of activity.
This comet’s meteors would also be expected to have very low encounter speeds as the BAUs appear to exhibit.
It may be possible we are seeing meteors from an earlier perihelion passage of the comet, possibly dating back to
its break-up event with another comet that was also making a close pass to the Earth on March 28. At this point this
is mostly conjecture.
Pete is still gathering data from other possible video imaging sources and will look for data on this date in other
years within the CAMS, Sonotaco (Japanese), CMN (Croatian) and EDMOND (European) meteor orbit data bases.
And there are the three million plus single station records of the IMO video meteor data base still to be examined
going back at least ten years. A more comprehensive article will be forthcoming in a future issue of the Valley Skywatcher newsletter. Hopefully, visual meteor observers will be out looking for these intriguing meteors on or about
next March 9.
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O b s e r v e r ’s Lo g
Preparing for the Transit of Mercury
By George Trimble
In preparation for viewing the transit of mercury on May 9th, I have been observing sunspots. I came up with a low
tech, field expedient that works remarkably well. I took a 35 mm film canister (remember those?) and cut the
bottom off. Where the cap would normally go, I glued a piece of standard printer paper. I made the paper translucent with a drop of oil. Fitted into my reverse Crayford focuser, I was able to form a wonderful image of the sun
complete with a sunspot (see figure 1 & 2).

Figure 1

Figure 2

Because the paper has a fine grained texture, the image was not sharp. After rummaging around a bit, I hit on a
great solution! I have numerous Apple products in my family. (i-Phones, i-Pads…) Each box comes with a pair of
smooth, white, translucent Apple stickers. Replacing the paper on the film canister with the Apple sticker made for
an entirely smooth image (see figure 3 & 4).

Figure 3

Figure 4
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O b s e r v e r ’s Lo g
Preparing for the Transit of Mercury (Cont.)
The final trick was to limit the overall aperture of my 6” primary by making an aperture mask (see figure 5) from a
sheet of card stock paper and some spray adhesive. None of this is very sophisticated, but the results were very
pleasing. The image was good enough to photograph with my i-Pad. Note, that the sunspot is quite clear, and the
overall illumination was low enough to allow me to use a handheld magnifying glass to look closer at the sunspot
with safety. I believe this setup should do nicely for the transit observation in May!

Figure 5

Author’s note: When attempting to directly observe the sun with a telescope, care must be taken to properly protect
the eyes from intense sunlight. Damage to eyesight may occur if an observation is made without adequate filters.
Each observer must take proper steps to ensure their own safety.
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P r e s i d e n t ’s c o r n e r
By Marty Mullet
Friends,
A few weeks ago, while at the Hill waiting for skies to darken, I aimed the 16” at the first-quarter moon. Usually I
just give it a cursory run-through along the terminator to see if anything interesting is visible. A few prominent craters popped out, most notably Archimedes, and Montes Spitzbergen was illuminated just beyond the terminator. I
was about to move on to Jupiter, when something caught my eye. Just south of a small mare, I saw an odd formation that looked unusual. Having a very limited knowledge of lunar formations, this required a trip to the computer. The moon map identified the mare as Mare Vaporum, the sea of vapors. I hadn’t even heard of it! Closer examination revealed a pair of bright lines identified as Rima Hyginus and Rima Ariadaeus, and a triangular crater
Ukert in the nearby highlands. I never did find a name for the ( )-shaped channels that first caught my eye, but they
seem to be areas where lava flowed into or out of Mare Vaporum. A Finnish website, Tähtitieteellinen yhdistys Ursa, (which translates to Ursa Astronomical Association) points out the obsolete IAU name of “Schneckenberg” for a
spiral formation in what they call the “southern Mare Vaporum pyroclastic area.” Three hours after I put the moon
in view, I moved on to Jupiter. I now realized the incredible amount of lunar detail visible in a modest sized telescope if you just take the time to stop and look.
Warmer days (and shorter nights) are upon us. We have a full calendar this year for our observing season. Hopefully, the weather will be more cooperative than the last few years. Our expansion project is moving along slowly but
smoothly, and we should have an idea of the timetable involved by summer. The Richards family has graciously
offered to let us expand into the field directly west of our facility. We will begin mowing it as soon as conditions
permit.
I want to remind everyone that our OTAA convention will be held on June 11, 2016 at Indian Hill. This is an opportunity to show off our facility and enjoy an evening with friends and fellow astronomers. I hope to see you there!

C o n s t e l l at i o n Q u i z
By Dan Rothstein
This month’s questions:
1. Where is and why is it necessary to have a line connecting two fish?
2. Identify and locate Phoenicopterus, an obsolete name for a bird (but not the phoenix).
3. One of the Chinese super-constellations was Koui, the House of the Sandal. Find it.
4. Today we have the north star, but long ago we had the south smudge. What object was it?
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C o n s t e l l at i o n Q u i z ( C o n t. )
Answers to last issue’s questions:
1. This refers to one of the many myths associated with the Big Dipper, this one from the Micmac Indians of Nova Scotia
(and the other Iroquois tribes). It represents a hunting procession as it chases the bear around the pole, which also
includes some stars of Bootes. The bowl of the dipper represents the body of the bear, which has no tail unlike the
Greek story. The round shape of the stars of Corona Borealis forms its den, like the mouth of a cave. As the bear
leaves its den in the spring the hunt is on, lasting until fall as the bear nears the northern horizon (as seen from the
Micmac’s northern position). The stars of the handle of the dipper and 4 of Bootes form a long curve in the sky which
represent 7 hunters chasing the bear. Each has a bird name: ε UMa (Alioth) is Robin; ζ UMa (Mizar) is Chickadee
(who carries a pot, Alcor, to cook the bear); η UMa (Alkaid) is Moose Bird; γ Bootes (Seginus) is Pigeon; ε Bootes (Izar,
or Pulcherrina, “the most beautiful:) is Bluejay; α Bootes (Acturus) is Owl; and η Bootes (Muphrid) is Saw-whet Owl.
As the hunt progresses the hindmost hunters drop out from exhaustion as the stars of Bootes drop below the northern horizon. Robin wounds the bear with his arrow and the blood splashes him, giving him his ruddy breast. More
blood falls, staining the October leaves of the forest below. But the bear survives and hibernates over-winter to
begin the hunt again next spring. This story appeared in the Sky and Telescope‘s Rambling through April Skies in the
April, 1973 issue and again in the Guide to Evening Skies of June, 2003.
2. Joseph Jerome Lefrancois de Lalande introduced his constellation Custos Messium, or Le Messier on his celestial
globe of 1775 to honor Charles Messier. It is a play on words, since Messier is the French word for Messium, the harvest keeper, the guardian of the harvest (the “treasures of the earth”), from Messis, the Latin term for harvest. It was
the figure of a man, located above the back end of the Giraffe Camelopardalis, between Cassiopeia and Cepheus. It
was south of Rangifer the Reindeer, or Tarandus, which lay between Le Messier and the north celestial pole, but
north of Cassiopeia. The reindeer is virtually shoving him in the back. Kendall (1845) claimed that an alternate name
was ‘the Shepherd’, an easy comparison, since he was usually drawn in star atlases holding a shepherd’s crook. It also
represented a farmer harvesting wheat in an area of the sky previously known by the Phoenicians as the wheat field,
according to Allen, being depicted as holding a sickle in his other hand. In Thomas Young’s 1807 atlas he is known as
the vineyard keeper. Lalande chose this previously anonymous area of the sky because it was here that the comet
C/1774 P1, also known as Comet Montaigne, was discovered, and which Messier extensively observed and reported
on. Lalande proposed this name because “the name will recall to the memory and recognition of astronomers yet to
come the courage and zeal of our most indefatigable observer, Messier, who, since 1757, seems to be in charge of
guarding the sky and discovering the comets.” It was a thinly-veiled attempt by Lalande to place a living figure among
the stars who was neither a ruling head of state nor a patron of astronomical research. However, Admiral Smyth
wrote that the title was given “…in punning compliment to his friend, the ‘comet ferret’, invoking the nickname Louis
XV once bestowed upon Messier for his comet-hunting prowess.” Lalande was, as Richard Hinckley Allen put it, “the
enthusiastic astronomer who would spend nights on the Pont Neuf over the Seine explaining the wonders of the variable Algol to all whom he could interest in the subject, and whose seclusion in his observatory, amid the turmoil of
the French Revolution, enabled him to ‘thank his stars’ that he had escaped [the guillotine], the fate of so many of his
friends.”
The harvest keeper’s placement between the King and Queen of Ethiopia and the giraffe has symbolic meaning, given
that these royals ruled over an agricultural society and to African farmers the animal is known as a pest that destroys
those crops. The notion that stars are guardians or watchers is as old as constellations themselves. In ancient Persia,
the sky was divided into four districts, each guarded by a so-called ‘Royal Star’. Regulus, the watcher of the north, the
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C o n s t e l l at i o n Q u i z ( C o n t. )
summer solstice; Aldebaran, watcher of the east, associated with the vernal equinox; Antares, watcher of the west,
the autumnal equinox; and Fomalhaut, the watcher of the south, the winter solstice. Each were seen in the western
sky at that corresponding time. Precession has displaced them from these placements today. Another instance of this
is the reference to Arcturus as the Bear Guard or Bear Driver. Custos Messium served as a sort of northern hemisphere counterpart to the southern Polophylax, the Guardian of the Pole, both circumpolar groups. In classical mythology, guardians are protectors of valuable goods, figures intended to thwart the intentions of heroes, often envisioned as horrific monsters. In Roman times they were identified with household gods, or protector of the fields, who
were invoked for plentiful harvests. Lalande could have easily made such a connection.
The popularization of Custos Messium and its later inclusion on later maps is almost certainly due to its inclusion in
the French edition of Flamsteed’s atlas, then its early adoption by Johann Bode, who initially incorporated it into his
1782 atlas, and then his Uranographia of 1801. The stars in this constellation are all nearly invisible to the naked-eye,
previously considered to be part of Camelopardalis, but with the modern realignment of constellation borders, most
now lie in Cassiopeia. It would have included the stars 23, 40 (a prominent binary), 42, 47, 48, and 49 Cassiopeia, γ
Camelopardalis, and 40 Cepheus. It remained on European and American star atlases for roughly a century until the
turn of the 19th century.
3. Bufo the Toad was one of the 13 constellations invented by the English Doctor John Hill, composed of a number of
unformed stars south of Libra and west of the claws of Scorpio. In his day they were considered a conspicuous cluster, of about 15 members, but had not been arranged under the form of some animal. One dim naked-eye star was
at the extremity of the mouth, and the brightest star, 2nd magnitude σ Librae, was the Toad’s eye. Other than 12
Librae, the other stars are in Hydra, including 54 and 56 in its back, 58 and 59 in its front foot, and 51 and 52 in its
back foot.
Another frog was offered up as a new asterism by Astro Bob to replace our old Bootes the Herdsman. His grouping
Rana Veris, the Frog of Spring, would use the same line-drawing. The frog’s rear legs are splayed out like the stars
south of Arcturus, and the shape of the frog’s body and head nearly matches the kite shaped pattern we are familiar
with. As this asterism rises in the east at the beginning of spring, the chorus of frogs croaking seems appropriate.
4. The Arab grouping called the big fish (al-Hut) had nothing to do with the fish of Pisces, although one of them is close
by. Arab astronomers were aware of Ptolemy’s constellations, but often added some of their own or modified parts
of the classical groupings. Andromeda was one of these. They added a second constellation representing a fish at her
feet (in some depictions). She is typically depicted with α as her head; two lines of stars extending out to η and λ as
her chained hands; δ, π, μ, β her body; and γ and 51 her feet. However, different cultures depicted the stars in her
legs, body and chains in different ways, but her head was always α. This star is called Alpheratz, from al-faras, sometimes translated as ‘belly of the steed’, but also known as Sirrah or δ Pegasus, being shared by both constellations.
Beta Andromeda (Mirach) is located in an asterism known as ‘the girdle’, along with μ and ν, the 3 stars which point
to M31, and are all part of the Big Fish. This constellation is drawn in several locations: one at Andromeda’s feet (γ);
the other sometimes a single fish across her chest, sometimes two fish, replacing the girdle. I have found web
sources with old plates showing all three configurations. The head of the fish is adjacent to M31, and this cloud was
considered to be part of the Big Fish and was first described in print in 964 by al-Sufi in his Book of Fixed Stars. The
fish spanned parts of several modern constellations: μ, β, η, ζ, ε, δ, π, and ν in Andromeda, along with ν, φ, χ, and ψ
from Pisces which make up part of the modern northern fish.
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Notes and News
New Research by Authors Affiliated with the CVAS
Tony Mallama is a co-author of 2 papers about lunar domes published in connection with the 47th Lunar and Planetary Science Conference (2016).
Lena, R., Wirths, M. and Mallama, A. 2016. Lunar domes to the south of Hortensius: Morphometry and mode of
formation. Proc. Lunar Planet. Sci. Conf. 47th, 1004.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/lpsc2016/pdf/1004.pdf
Wirths, M., Lena, R. and Mallama, A. 2016. A study about a lunar dome near Hortensius: Morphometry and mode of
formation. Proc. Lunar Planet. Sci. Conf. 47th, 1005.pdf
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/lpsc2016/pdf/1005.pdf
A paper entitled ‘The Secular and Rotational Brightness Variations of Neptune’ was recently published at the Cornell
University archive arXiv.org. Tony Mallama is the principal investigator in the study and prepared the manuscript.
Most of the photometric observations used in the analysis were obtained by lead author Richard W. Schmude Jr.
Recent spectrophotometric observations were made by Hristo Pavlov, and new photometry was recorded by Bruce
Krobusek at Farmington NY, Jim Fox at Mayhill NM, and Ron Baker at the Indian Hill Observatory.
Schmude, R., Baker, R., Fox, J., Krobusek, B., Pavlov, H., and Mallama, A. 2016. The Secular and Rotational Brightness Variations of Neptune. Cornell University, arXiv.org.
Abstract: http://arxiv.org/abs/1604.00518. Click on Download PDF to obtain the full paper.

Presentations
CVAS member George Trimble spoke at our February and April membership meetings about the theory, design and
manufacture of astrolabes. George is very well versed in the subject and has constructed several metal instruments
by hand. He brought along some examples of his work for the meeting attendees to see. George explained that
many of the ancient astronomers used astrolabes extensively to observe celestial bodies. He expressed great admiration for these early scientists. Equipped only with instruments and tools of their own design, and relying entirely
on their own creative ideas and observational techniques, they were able to discover many fundamental characteristics of the apparent and real motion of the stars and planets.

Astrolabes built by George Trimble
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N o t e s a n d N e w s ( C o n t. )
Cover Photo
The photograph of the Omega/Swan Nebula (M17) on the cover of this publication was recorded by long-time CVAS
member Sam Bennici. Working in his backyard observatory he used an 8-inch F10 Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope
with a Starlight Xpress MX516 CCD camera. The total exposure duration was 64 minutes. While many astrophotographers today rely on autoguiding sensors to keep their telescopes pointed accurately when long exposures are required, Sam enjoys manually guiding his telescopes with the aid of an illuminated reticle.

CVAS Brochure
Our CVAS brochure has been recently updated by Russ Swaney. Suggestions by Marty Mullet (and others) for new
material about what the CVAS has to offer are included in the new layout. The brochure is available here.

General Information
The CVAS website has information about upcoming astronomy events and activities in our area. There is a host
of astronomy-related information, and links to interesting and useful sites. Send comments and suggestions to the
webmaster, Russ Swaney
The Valley Skywatcher has a long tradition as the official publication of the Chagrin Valley Astronomical Society.
All material in this issue has been written and provided by individuals within our membership community. The CVAS
welcomes original articles and material from all members and friends, and this journal provides a unique opportunity to share interests. Published quarterly, the next issue will be available in July. If you would like to contribute material to the publication please contact the editor, Ron Baker
Recent issues of The Valley Skywatcher are available on our website here.

Reflec tions
One has a fine sense of companionship with the stars when he has secured a kind of acquaintance with them—when
on looking out of the window at any hour of the night he can see a familiar face twinkling at him as if in friendly
recognition of the fact that he must know it is due at that hour and is expecting to see it; of when, on a cold midnight in late February, before the trees and birds have announced the springtime, he sees a bright, bluish, scintillating point just pushing up over the eastern horizon and knows that Vega has come to grace the skies again and
that spring will surely come with her.
Martha Evans Martin
The Friendly Stars (1907)
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